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UEJ-467-TR                        ULTRASONIC ELASTIC JOINING MACHINES
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SPECIAL DESIGN
 ULTRASONIC CUTTING  

 

Automated Sewing Machines

7 inch touch screen
 Additional content
 Counting every job done, recording in the memory
 Plc control system
 Remote controlled internet support service
 Tmr operator display support
 Pneumatic
 6.5 bar air
 Steel body
 Input 220 volts 10 amp 50hz
 System feeding 24dc
 35khz rise cut and paste printing power 0.160kg
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Automated Sewing Machines

EMPENZO PRODUCTION MONITORINGS 

EPZ-007

EPZ-015EPZ-014

EPZ-012

EPZ-013

EPZ-011EPZ-010

EPZ-009EPZ-008

EPZ-006EPZ-005EPZ-004

EPZ-003EPZ-002EPZ-001
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CGN-807-TR                                                 AUTOMATIC TAPE CUTTING MACHINE  
 

Automated Sewing Machines

Motor: 220W 0.18 1400D / min
Cutting Width: 1cm to 10cm
Automatic and manual usage is available.
Potential adjustable speed option
It can work up to 24 hours with our special production
knives.
Our machine cuts all kinds of fabrics.
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CGN-808-TR                                                   EMPENZO THREAD WINDING MACHINE  

Automated Sewing Machines

Motor: 220W 0.12 1400D / min
From the moment of start, min. 1000m yarn winding
Winding feature adjustable from potency to 500/5000
It transfers the rope to the bobbin without any jolt and
damage.
It automatically stops at the set metering.









The printing time is time adjusted and it is turned on automatically. 

It has two lower bucks and the upper buck presses right-left automatic sewing. 

Steam capacity 20 kg / h. 

Put it in 100 jobs.

It is ready in about 20 minutes.

Working research is 4 bars.

It is easily transported thanks to its wheels.

Its resistance power is 2X7,5 kW.

Automated Sewing Machines
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It works with 220V electricity. 
There is a homogeneous type in the
aluminum upper mold with resistance
heating. 
Top mold resistance power is 4 kW. 
Precise temperature control with digital
thermostat in the magazine. 
Pneumatic pressure adjustment can be
made for any type of fabric.
It has a robust construction and is
ergonomic to use. 
It complies with CE norms.
Special European silicone.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

RESISTANCE POWER: 19 KW

BONDING TIME: 5 - 60 SEC

PRESSURE 0-10 KG

MAX TEMPERATURE 0- 200 ° C

VOLTAGE 380V AC 50 HZ

DIMENSIONS 100 x 180 x 170 cm

WEIGHT 400 kg

WRM-1635-TR 
TRANSFER PRINTING MACHINE 60 X 80 CM

 MOVEABLE HEAD FULL AUTOMATIC STEAM SYSTEM STONE HEAT 
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Electric Power : 220V & 380V
Steam production: 39 Kg/h
Operating Pressure : 4 Bar
Resistance power: 30 Kw
Pump power: 0,55 Kw
Vacuum engine: 0,55 Kw
Table heaters: 8 Kw
Vacuum flow: 3200 m³/h
Table measurements: 1000 x 2000 cm 
Weight :320 kg 

The central system works
with steam.
It gives the products to iron in
the same equal to the same
equation.
High vacuum makes quality
cooling with feature.
The table saves electricity
because it is heated by
steam.

Automated Sewing Machines

INTERNAL STEAM HEATING-185*100CM
 

 CENTRAL SYSTEM KNITWEAR IRONING MACHINE WRM-1636-TR 
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Electric Power : 220V & 380V
Steam production: 39 Kg/h
Operating Pressure : 4 Bar
Resistance power: 30 Kw
Pump power: 0,55 Kw
Vacuum engine: 0,55 Kw
Table heaters: 8 Kw
Vacuum flow: 3200 m³/h
Table measurements: 1000 x 2000 cm 
Weight :320 kg 

Automated Sewing Machines

24 hours of intermittent operation
* Automatic water supply pump
* Top Table 5mm Aluminum Plate Sheet
* Pressure steam indicator
* Steam Distributor Klepa System
* Time adjusted vacuum making feature
* Table with energy-saving steam heating
system
* TIME SETTING COVER OFF CLOSE SYSTEM
* TIME set steam giving feature
* 100% Safety System Pressure Celeral
* Vapor and Water Relief Valve
* Protected foot pedals
* Heater Indicator
* No water warning lamp
* Special HRP alloy steam tank against
corrosion and wear
* Pneumatic vacuum system
* Automatic Lubrication System

SELF  PNEUMATIC TRICOT IRONING  MACHINE  
185*100CM

WRM-1637-TR 
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Electric Power : 220V & 380V
Steam production: 39 Kg/h
Operating Pressure : 4 Bar
Resistance power: 30 Kw
Pump power: 0,55 Kw
Vacuum engine: 0,55 Kw
Table heaters: 8 Kw
Vacuum flow: 3200 m³/h
Table measurements: 1000 x 2000 cm 
Weight :320 kg 

Automated Sewing Machines

Pneumatic Self Boiler Tricot Ironing Machine with
Steam Heating-100 x 185 Cm
Is in the steam boiler. It also does not require a
different steam boiler.
FUL is in the automatic system.
The products to iron give plenty of steam in the same
equation from the bottom.
High vacuum makes quality cooling with feature.
Approximately 400 products per day are ironed.
It saves electricity because it is warmed with steam.
With the pump system in its structure, continuous and
uninterrupted 7/24 hours can be ironed.

WRM-1638-TR 
 

PNEUMATIC SELF BOILER  TRICOT IRONING
MACHINE WITH  STEAM HEATING-185*100CM



Electric Power : 220V & 380V
Steam production: 39 Kg/h
Operating Pressure : 4 Bar
Resistance power: 30 Kw
Pump power: 0,55 Kw
Vacuum engine: 0,55 Kw
Table heaters: 8 Kw
Vacuum flow: 3200 m³/h
Table measurements: 1000 x 2000
cm 
Weight :320 kg 
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Automated Sewing Machines

Pneumatic Self Boiler Tricot Ironing Machine with Steam Heating-100 x 185 Cm
Is in the steam boiler. It also does not require a different steam boiler.
FUL is in the automatic system.
The products to iron give plenty of steam in the same equation from the bottom.
High vacuum makes quality cooling with feature.
Approximately 400 products per day are ironed.
Is in the steam boiler. There is a pneumatic vacuum system. It also does not require a
different steam boiler. FUL is in the automatic system. The products to iron give plenty of
steam in the same equation from the bottom. High vacuum makes quality cooling with
feature. Approximately 400 products per day are ironed. It saves electricity because it is
warmed with steam. With the pump system in its structure, continuous and uninterrupted
7/24 hours can be ironed.

WRM-1639-TR 
 

PNEUMATIC SELF BOILER  TRICOT 
IRONING  MACHINE WITH  STEAM HEATING-185*100CM
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Working Area  220cm
Roll Diameter  : 40 cm 
Working Speed : 0-50 m / min electronic control
Working Type :  The fabric loaded over the unloading rollers is under the machine comes to the
rocking unit. Pastal is made between 50cm - 70cm in the lower part.
Cylinders :80 mm diameter special production aluminum
Control Pannel :Forward, back, speed is controlled with electronic devices in front of the user. 
Machine Coloure: Eloktrostatic powder coating coated ral 7035 (beige) in color.
Dimensions : Width: 280cm. Depth: 80cm. Height: 100 cm.
Maximum Roll Weight 90 Kg
Optional Roll Weight : 150 kg - 250 kg  Can produce for the  Special Requirements   

 

Automated Sewing Machines

EPZ-10 FRM-TR                                          EMPENZO FABRIC RELAXING MACHINE
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Automated Sewing Machines

EPZ-44 FIM-TR                 OPEN WIDTH KNITED FABRIC INSPECTION MACHINE 
                                              WORKING WIDTH: 2400 MM- ROLL DIAMETER: 500 MM

 EPZ-44 OSB-TR                                             SCALE BARCODE  SYSTEM ( OPTİONAL )
 

Open Width - Finished Fabric Inspection and Fabric Opening Machine
Working Width: 2400 mm.
Roll Diameter: 500 mm.
Working Speed: 0/60 m / min with manual adjustment.
Mode of Operation: The fabric taken from the unloading basket or the marker is opened in
spiral openers and transferred to the screen with the help of the pulling cylinder. The
controlled fabric is then passed through the edge control system and rolled fabric is
wrapped with smooth edges. If the fabric is to be made of markers, the fabric continues
under the platform without entering the winding cylinders and is taken as a paste in the
fabric shaking mechanism.
Edge Control System: Sensors that follow the fabric edge allow us to obtain smoothly wound
fabric rolls by moving the winding system to the right or left according to the arrival of the
fabric.
Roll Winding Hardness: Provides the fabric to be wrapped tightly or loosely on the roll. It can
be controlled manually with the help of an electronic button.
Fabric End: When the fabric in the fabric hopper runs out, the machine automatically stops.
The fabric is prevented from leaving the machine in an uncontrolled manner.
Tension: It is used to control the tension of the fabric as it passes through the machine.
There are 2 pieces on the machine. It is controlled automatically.
Control Panel: It is controlled by the industrially illuminated button and switches on the front
of the user.
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Automated Sewing Machines

EPZ-44 FIM-TR                 OPEN WIDTH KNITED FABRIC INSPECTION MACHINE 
                                              WORKING WIDTH: 2400 MM- ROLL DIAMETER: 500 MM

 

EPZ-44 OSB-TR   SCALE BARCODE  SYSTEM ( OPTİONAL )
 

Lighting: There are different lighting sources that can easily show errors.
Air: By applying compressed air to the point where the fabric enters the winding, if there is an
unopened edge, it is opened completely.
Driven Rollers: Driven rollers on the machine are 5 ”diameter natural rubber wrapped.
Spiral Openers: 76mm in diameter. 5mm diameter aluminum wire is wrapped on it.
Motors: 10 AC motors are used in the machine.
Motor Drivers: 8 AC motor drivers are used in the machine.
Meter Measurement: Meter measurement can be made with 1cm accuracy. Meter information can
be transferred to PC or similar devices via serial port.
Paint: Machine body RAL7035 (Cream), circumference RAL5012 (Blue). Static powder coating.
Dimensions: 3100 x 2350 x 3700 mm
Bid Form Form
2nd
Assembly: Machine assembly and setup are done by us. Machine transportation fee, food, travel and
accommodation fees for out-of-city assembly belong to you.
Warranty: 1 year warranty against manufacturing defects.

GENERAL FEATURES
Wholesale ball wrap
Wholesale to shake
UV light
Raw, Dyed, Finished fabric wrapping and Quality control
Straight edge winding with edge photocell
Stop at the end of the fabric with the fabric end photocell
Opening the wrinkles with spiral openers
With the help of air, the edges are fully opened and wrapped
Healthy fabric control with upper and lower lighting tables
Feature of getting weight and meter information
Measuring meters with 0.2% accuracy
Roll and marker fabric entry feature
Manually adjusting the roll winding stiffness
Automatic fabric tension control (tension)
Stopping at the desired meters
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Automated Sewing Machines

Ball Diameter: 50 cm
Ball Weight: 250 kg
Spreading Height: 25 cm
Spreading Width: 160-240 cm
Zigzag Spread Load. : 16 cm
Max. Spreading Speed: 105 mt / min
Machine Weight: 350 kg
Elk. Requirement: 220V 50Hz 3,5Kw

Thanks to the conveyor belt, Servo motor driven
fabric feeding system,
To be able to spread the fabric at the desired
tension on each part of the marker,
Back-lying basket system for fabric loading,
Automatic blood pressure control,
Easy to use touch control screen,
Programmable marker length and number of
layers,
Precise length control with electronic measuring
system,
Ability to rewind the fabric in one direction and
zig-zag lay,
One-way fabric laying and cutting with the cutting
apparatus,

Ability to cut fabric in the zigzag
apparatus,
Zigzag fabric spreading using the zigzag
apparatus,
Automatic marker height adjustment,
Electronic photocell side edge
smoothness adjustment,
Safe operator platform,
Ergonomic robust chassis developed for
heavy fabrics,
Ability to use more than one table with
transfer table
2-year warranty against manufacturing defects.

ALS-490-TR                  FULLY AUTOMATIC OPEN WIDTH FABRIC SPREADING MACHINE (KNITTED / JEANS 
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Automated Sewing Machines

ALS-495-TR.            FULLY AUTOMATIC OPEN WIDTH FABRIC SPREADING MACHINE KNITTED / COTTON 

Ball Diameter: 50 cm
Ball Weight: 150 kg
Spreading Height: 25 cm
Spreading Width: 160-240 cm
Zigzag Spread Load. : 25 cm
Max. Spreading Speed: 105 mt / min
Machine Weight: 350 kg
Elk. Requirement: 220V 50Hz 3,5Kw

Thanks to the conveyor belt, Servo motor driven fabric feeding system,
To be able to spread the fabric at the desired tension on each part of the marker,
Automatic blood pressure control,
Easy to use touch control screen,
Programmable marker length and number of layers,
Precise length control with electronic measuring system,
Ability to rewind the fabric in one direction and zig-zag lay,
One-way fabric laying and cutting with the cutting apparatus,
Automatic marker height adjustment,
Electronic photocell side edge smoothness adjustment,
Safe operator platform,
Ergonomic robust chassis developed for heavy fabrics,
Ability to use more than one table with transfer table
2-year warranty against manufacturing defects.
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Automated Sewing Machines

ALS-485-TR.             SEMI AUTOMATIC OPEN WIDTH FABRIC SPREADING MACHINE KNITTED / COTTON 
 

Ball Diameter: 50 cm
Ball Weight: 120 kg
Spreading Height: 25 cm
Spreading Width: 160-240 cm
Zigzag Spread Load. : 16 cm
Max. Spreading Speed: -
Machine Weight: 250 kg
Elk. Requirement: 220V 50Hz 1.5Kw

Thanks to the conveyor belt, Servo motor driven fabric feeding system,
To be able to spread the fabric at the desired tension on each part of the marker,
Automatic blood pressure control,
Easy to use touch control screen,
Manual (with user movement) motion sensitive precision laying
Ability to rewind the fabric in one direction and zig-zag lay,
One-way fabric laying and cutting with the cutting apparatus,
Automatic marker height adjustment,
Electronic photocell side edge smoothness adjustment,
Ergonomic solid chassis that can be transformed into fully automatic,
Ability to use more than one table with transfer table
2-year warranty against manufacturing defects.
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Automated Sewing Machines

ALS-480-TR.               SEMI AUTOMATIC OPEN WIDTH FABRIC SPREADING MACHINE KNITTED / COTTON 
 

Ball Diameter: 40 cm
Ball Weight: 120 kg
Spreading Height: 25 cm
Spreading Width: 160-240 cm
Zigzag Spread Load. : -
Max. Spreading Speed: -
Machine Weight: 200 kg
Elk. Requirement: 220V 50Hz 1.5Kw

Thanks to the conveyor belt, Servo motor driven fabric feeding system,
To be able to spread the fabric at the desired tension on each part of the marker,
Automatic blood pressure control,
The system that prevents air from entering under the fabric with its special chassis structure,
Movement system that can be easily adapted to any table,
Easy to use touch control screen,
Manual (with user movement) motion sensitive precise spreading,
Ability to rewind the fabric in one direction and zig-zag lay,
One-way fabric laying and cutting with the cutting apparatus,
Automatic marker height adjustment,
Electronic photocell side edge smoothness adjustment,
Special ergonomic chassis rising from the table according to the number of sheets produced with
Alser technology,
Ability to use more than one table with transfer table
2-year warranty against manufacturing defects.






